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house&garden
ARCHITECTS, CONSTRUCTION, GARDENS & POOLS

FULL circle
12 months was all it took for Ibiza property experts 
Mi Casa Tu Casa to transform an ‘80s eyesore into 
a stylish villa ready for summer rentals



When Tom Hoddell of Mi 
Casa Tu Casa spotted a run-down property for 
sale in Ibiza’s highly sought-after Es Torrent area, 
his experience in property development meant 
he saw immense potential (and a challenge!) in 
this diamond in the rough where other buyers 
simply saw a scar on the overgrown landscape. 

This foresight led to a flurry of activity for the 
next six months, as Mi Casa Tu Casa worked in 
collaboration with contractors to transform 
the house into a stylish Ibiza villa, ready for the 
summer rental season ahead. The project was 
not without its challenges of course – the first 
of which was a limited budget and time frame 
(“Nothing new there!” laughs Tom) – but the 
results were nothing short of spectacular.

Shortly after the last rentals had been bade 
farewell, the property was sold to its current 
owners, who swiftly enlisted the services of Mi 
Casa Tu Casa to manage Can La Pi as a rental 
property for over 20 weeks a year – and the 
villa is already fully booked for 2014 such is the 
property’s popularity.  

The house that came full circle!

June 2012 Project completed

Can La Pi redevelopment timeline

January 2012 Reform work commenced

Property fully rented

October 2012 Property sold

October 2012 Mi Casa Tu Casa contracted 
to manage property 

January 2012 Building license issued

October 2011 Property purchased by Mi 
Casa Tu Casa

June 2012 -
September 2012



HOUSE & GARDEN

Clockwise from top left: 
Rundown ‘80s eyesore, slick 
modern villa, overgrown 
outdated pool design, 
glamorous new pool & deck 



Challenge: Small house

Only 175m2 internal space is not huge by Ibiza 
villa standards, a point not lost on these rental 
property experts.

Solution

The team worked alongside an architect to 
maximise every last centimetre of the house, 
opening up spaces as much as possible, coming 
up with smart storage solutions and critically 
blending the internal and external living spaces 
to create defined and practical outside ‘rooms’, 
taking pressure off the internal areas.

Challenge: Unattractive façade

The dull, unattractive arrival side of the villa 
was also completely impractical, with bedroom 
windows facing directly onto the parking area. 

Solution

A ‘skin’ of blocks was built over the entire rear 
wall, which enabled the innovative design of 
the vertical slit windows you see today. These 
windows simultaneously increase privacy and 
transform the property into an attractive, sleek 
modern style. 

What a difference a year makes:
From a 1980s eyesore                                                                                                

                 to a 2014 super villa…



Read the articleTAKING CAREOF BUSINESS

Challenge: Limited sea view

The house sits in a beautiful valley with a 
fairly narrow sea view down a valley towards 
Formentera.

Solution

By designing the key lines of the garden to 
merge at a central visual point, the sea view 
was increased dramatically. A low, straight 
external wall, the edge of the lawn and the line 
of the pool terrace were designed to merge, 
thus focusing the eye straight down the valley 
to sea. This is now the impressive first view on 
opening the front door. 

Challenge: Muddy perimeters

The land on which the original house was 
constructed had been carved out of the side of 
the hill leaving a steep ugly mud bank running  
the length of the garden and house.

Solution

An  80m long natural stone wall following the 
natural contours of the land was built. This 
beautiful wall became a feature of the property 
with LED lighting, integrated outside kitchen 
and successfully separated the usable part of 
the plot from the natural untouched forest. 

PHOTOS: ADAM JOHNSON



the BLAKSTAD
touch
Fusing fundamental Ibicenco traditions with 
functionality, form and taste is the trademark 
of a Blakstad Design Consultants project
READ MORE ABOUT BLAKSTAD DESIGN CONSULTANTS

SWIPE PHOTO FOR SLIDESHOW
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Dedicated to 
b e s t o w i n g 
c u l t u r a l 
significance 
on today’s 
architecture 
in Ibiza, you 

can rest assured every aspect of your renovation, 
reformation or construction is in highly skilled 
hands with Blakstad.

From the sourcing and acquisition of your Ibiza 
property to architectural and interior design, 
planning, building and landscaping, the Blakstad 
Ibiza design office can professionally manage 
one or all of these elements, taking into account 
the unique needs and economic basis of each 

project to ensure extraordinary results.

After permanently relocating to Ibiza in 1956, 
Canadian born Rolph Blakstad – who studied 
Medieval and Renaissance art and architecture 
in Florence before a visit to Morocco inspired 
his extensive research into Islamic traditional 
architecture, craft design and thus the origins 
of Ibicenco architecture – founded Blakstad 
Design Consultants in 1967.

Today, the family business is run by his sons Rolf 
and Nial – a company that has grown to become 
one of the island’s most highly regarded and 
well-respected design firms and humbly boasts 
a portfolio laden with properties of incredible 
ambience, a unique energy and striking beauty.



Working with 
an intellectual, 
emotional and 
intuitive approach

The design and development of historic 
Mediterranean – primarily Ibicencan – dwellings 
is their specialty, successfully combining the 
famous structural style with modern techniques 
to suit the contemporary lifestyles of their 
clients. 

Imagine an ancient finca converted into a 
luxurious villa or a plot of uneven and overgrown 
land transformed into a picturesque new 
property.

Working with an intellectual, emotional and 
intuitive approach to their work, Blakstad 
are committed to understanding the ancient 
traditions in which Ibiza’s architecture is 
steeped, yet appreciate the need to creatively 
adapt with modernity.

This is the Blakstad touch.

Read the articleNOW & THEN
by Rolf Blakstad

PHOTOS: CONRAD WHITE



ON TIME, ON BUDGET AND FINISHED TO THE 
HIGHEST POSSIBLE STANDARDS, UNDER GRAY 

GILLOT’S EXPERT MANAGEMENT YOUR PROJECT 
IS IN THE MOST EXPERIENCED OF HANDS

READ MORE ABOUT AMBER INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

THE FAST
T R A C K
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Even for a born and bred local 
or the most experienced 
developer, the task of 
designing, building or 
refurbishing a home in Ibiza 
is a major undertaking. 

Those looking to make the 
entire process a breeze look to Amber International 
Developments, Ibiza project management 
specialists who provide a fast track service from 
your vision through to completion.

See inside Gray’s home in the articlePERFECTBALANCE



Fusing the very best in local 
design, tradition and trades 
with  the  best  British   building 
standards and methods, 
Amber Developments main 
man Gray Gillot ensures your 
project is completed on time 
and on budget, thanks to 
an unwavering attention to 
detail and passion for every 
project.

Whether an original 
finca, restored to today’s 
high quality of living but 
retaining its original charm; 
a minimalistic, contemporary 
villa or a brand new home built 
using traditional Ibicenco 
architecture with all the mod 
cons (Amber’s speciality), 
each project is given a unique, 
personal treatment.

There are no hidden builder’s 
costs, extra charges or lengthy 
delays due to Gray’s hard 
negotiating skills, cutting out 
any middle men and acting 
directly on your behalf when 
sourcing materials, tradesmen 
(the best of the best – both 
local and from the UK) and 
technical experts.

With satisfied customers 
including Porsche, Mercedes 
and the acclaimed McLaren 
One Hyde Park as clients, 
Amber Developments are 
at the forefront of project 
management. Add Gray’s 
spectacular Ibiza mountain 
villa and finca (completed 
in a record five months) to 
the portfolio and it’s clear 
your project is in the most 

experienced hands...

PHOTOS: SOFIA GOMEZ FONZO
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Concept to Completion

www.amberdevelopments.co.uk     

info@amberdevelopments.co.uk

+44 7789 908 933 (UK)

+34 633 500 787 (Spain)
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BUILDING
     your dreams

Balafia de Baix was 

‘officially’ launched 

in 2001, however 

for owner Jaume 

Guasch, building was 

in his blood. Born 

and bred in Ibiza, 

construction was the family business, and after 

gaining valuable on-the-job experience with his 

father, Balafia de Baix was born.

Whether building your home or villa, transforming an existing 
property or adding extensions, Ibiza construction company 
Balafia de Baix is brimming with expertise in all areas
READ MORE ABOUT BALAFIA DE BAIX
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Reforming classic fincas is their specialty, fusing 

modern elements - like terraces, sleek kitchens, 

spa-like bathrooms, glamorous pools, pagodas 

and garages - with traditional features. There 

is no finer example than Agroturismo Atzaró, 

originally an ancient eight-bedroom finca 

belonging to Jaume’s grandparents, and now a 

testament to the skills, knowledge and creative 

flair of Balafia de Baix.

Environmental conservation is essential 

with each new development and Jaume says 

‘intelligent’ housing - where you log in via laptop 

to control your lights, heating, air conditioning, 

irrigation, security systems and more – is the 

next big thing.

Acting as a middleman between his clients and 

suppliers (such as architects, landscapers and 

decorators), Jaume’s valuable local knowledge 

ensures the process of obtaining permits and 

licenses is smooth sailing all the way. 

If they build it, you will come! 

PHOTOS: XAVIER DURÁN

See Jaume’s latestproject in the articleNEWBEGINNINGS
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minimalistic urban dwelling - expanding 
their horizons to more than just the typical 
Ibiza styles



now & THEN
RENOWNED IBIZA ARCHITECT ROLF BLAKSTAD 

DISCUSSES THE TRADITIONAL IBICENCO FINCA IN 
BOTH ITS ORIGINAL AND MODERN INCARNATIONS



“There are very few of 
the old houses around 
these days,” says Rolf 
Blakstad when asked 
about the traditional 
Ibiza farmhouse, a style 
his firm – Blakstad 

Design Consultants - is renowned for 
studying, preserving, maintaining and 
replicating. “Over the years most will 
have had some form of modification, but 
we try to respect the precious traditions 
and historical aspects where we can.” 
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“In reality, it is mostly the aesthetics that we 

are preserving when we’re rebuilding an old 
finca into a contemporary home – no one really 
wants a home made from stone and seaweed 
these days nor the dark and small living areas! 
Although... we could build it using the original 
methods if they did. The current trend in Ibiza 
is for a rustic feel with contemporary finishes.”



“Wooden ceilings, big wooden 
doors, porches that were originally 
drying rooms on the upper level, 
archways, niches carved into the 
walls, whitewashing, stone walls in 
the garden... these are just some of 
the elements we continue to work 
with today. But we also play a lot 
with light, using skylights and plate 
glass windows... and houses have 
also become a lot larger in the last 
two decades.”

BLACK & WHITE IMAGES TAKEN 
FROM LA CASA EIVISSENCA - A BOOK 
BY ROLPH BLAKSTAD.
COLOUR PHOTOS BY CONRAD WHITE. 



“There’s something that just 
looks and feels right about a finca, 
especially in the more rural areas 
of the island. There’s a warmth to 
the houses and their materials that 
makes you feel at home when you’re 
there – the old houses are just so 
beautiful. Houses have been built 
this way in Ibiza for over 2500 years, 
but the traditions are much older, 
dating back to the Bronze Age… it’s 
in our genes to have a connection to 
this type of home.”



A FORWARD-THINKING TEAM OF IBIZA 
PROPERTY EXPERTS PUTTING A NEW 

PERSPECTIVE ON THE IBIZA VILLA BUSINESS

Founded and run by Tom Hoddell, Chantal 
Henar and Rob del Castillo in 2012, Mi Casa 
Tu Casa is the forward-thinking team of Ibiza 
property experts putting a new perspective 
on the way villas are developed, managed, 
maintained, rented and sold in Ibiza. 

Taking the reins of your Ibiza villa as if it 
were their own (hence the name), the trio uses their experience and 
knowledge to maximise your property’s potential – from expertly 
project managing refurbishments and ongoing garden, pool and home 
maintenance and repairs, to smoothly managing rentals or preparing 
the villa for sale.

Taking care
of business

READ MORE ABOUT MI CASA TU CASA
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SWIPE PHOTO FOR SLIDESHOW

With strong backgrounds in property development and marketing 
(Tom), real estate and villa rentals (Chantal) and construction, 
maintenance and concierge (Rob), Mi Casa Tu Casa are equipped to 
deal with any and every possible scenario, meaning you can take a 
back seat and enjoy your summer… or winter, wherever you may be 
in the world!

Working exclusively with a select group of high-end Ibiza villa owners 
means Mi Casa Tu Casa clients (an international portfolio representing 
the island’s diversity) always receive a truly personal and honest 
service. There are no hidden costs, commissions or inflated fees here 
- after all, it’s their business to take care of your business!
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VILLA C’ANOUCH AVAILABLE TO RENT THROUGH MI CASA TU CASA IBIZA



A NEWleafWHEN DESIGNING A DREAM IBIZA GARDEN, EDURNE 
AGUINAGALDE OF E+B LANDSCAPING SAYS ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE...

READ MORE ABOUT E+B PAISAJISMO

http://www.white-ibiza.com/ibiza-living-emasb-paisajismo
http://www.white-ibiza.com/ibiza-living-emasb-paisajismo


“Many people in Ibiza and Formentera think they’ll have 
trouble with gardens by the sea, but there are some plants 
that are guaranteed success. These beautiful bushes and 
pretty white flowerbeds thrive on the beach and even 
bloom in August, but you need to understand that you need 
many, many plants to achieve this effect and we cut them in 
a wave-like form for a visually stunning impact.” 

SOFT AND GENTLE

GARDEN & CONDITIONING 
BY E+B, GECKO BEACH 

CLUB, FORMENTERA



“Most people think Bougainvillea is native to Ibiza, but actually 
it’s more tropical… it’s from Brazil! It does thrive here, and the 
best of the variations is the red one, if you want a burst of colour. 
Other strands, like purple or white, produce 50% flower and 50% 
leaf. You can instantly see results because you can buy plants of 
up to three metres in full bloom.”

PRETTY IN PINK

RUSTIC HOME LANDSCAPING 
BY E+B, SAN JOSE, IBIZA



“The thing to know about choosing lavender for your garden is 
that you really need to be patient. Usually, just as it begins to flower 
for the first time is also the prime time to cut it back... and many 
people resist this because they want to experience the fragrant 
flowers. Trust me... if you don’t cut it back in its first year, within 
two years you’ll need to replace it. It might look natural and wild, 
but it needs a lot of maintenance for longevity.”

THE SWEETEST SCENT

MONOSPECIFIC PLANTATION 
BY E+B, COMMUNITY 

OWNERS, IBIZA 



“Tropical plants really thrive in the natural Ibiza environment – 
the humidity really suits them! Big, green leaves like this really 
suit modern, minimalist gardens…  tiny flowers just don’t work 
against the backdrop of a modern villa and you only need to cut 
plants like these back in the winter, so its minimal maintenance 
and maximum impact. They don’t need a lot of watering either, so 
they are perfect if you rent your villa out throughout the summer.”

TROPICAL DELIGHTS

EXOTIC PLANTATION BY E+B, 
MINIMAL FAMILY HOUSE, 

ROCA LLISA, IBIZA



“I really love the natural movement in these plants, especially 
as they flow back and forth in the breeze. Muted colours like 
the beige, green and grey work well against the backdrop of 
a contemporary home, and the style really works well next 
to wooden furniture – it’s subtle, but beautiful and also looks 
effective when planted by the sea. Catching a glimpse of the 
sea through these plants as they sway in the wind is really 
something special.” 

MOVEMENT IN THE GRASS

FIELDS OF GRASS BY E+B, 
RUSTIC FAMILY DWELLING, 

SAN MATEO, IBIZA



“Many times we work on gardens that are in close proximity to 
new or reformed villas, but when you look out at the landscape, 
you also need to think about the view and choose the right plants. 
Selecting agriculture that suits the nature of the island means 
you’ll get to enjoy seasonal colours, from autumn reds to spring 
greens, as you gaze out your windows throughout the year.”

AT ONE WITH NATURE

NATURAL AGRICULTURE 
BY E+B, FAMILY HOME, 

FORMENTERA
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